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Abstract Different ways of thinking about presence can have significant consequences for one's thinking

about temporal experience. 

Temporal presence can be conceived of as either absolute or relative. Relative presence is analogous

to spatial presence, whereas absolute presence is not. For each of these concepts of presence, there is a theory

of time which holds that this is how presence really is (and that the other concept of presence is merely

derivative in some way). 

For the A-theory, temporal presence is absolute; it is a special moment in time, a time defined by

events in what has been called the A-series. For the B-theory, temporal presence is relative; it is itself defined

relative to moments in time, a time defined by events in the B-series. Many A-theorists (presentists) go

further to claim that the present is the only real moment in time; the past and future are unreal.  

One can have different  sets  of  problems depending on whether one thinks in  terms of absolute

presence or relative presence. For example, there is the concept of the 'specious' present – a duration many

theorists  claim that  we perceptually experience.  It  is  argued in this paper that  the  specious present  has

problems given absolute presence, which it does not have given relative presence. Many of the problems are

avoided by having an extended present. However, A-theory, the standard theory of time which advocates

absolute presence, cannot have an extended present. Further, the best solution for absolute presence which is

extended, durational presentism, involves denying the standard theories in the philosophy of time.

Introduction

Here is something we all experience: we perceptually2 experience present change. We don't just experience

things as having changed (in the past) or as about to change (in the future).  We also experience things

changing – now, in the present.   We see something move now: wave your  hand in front  of  your  face.

Similarly,  hearing,  touch,  even pain can be of a present change. We can hear a rapid tapping now, feel

something run up our arm; a toothache can throb.  

 These brief descriptions of experienced change may seem obvious and uncontroversial.  Yet, it is

sometimes claimed that there is a puzzle, even a paradox, in such descriptions.  In this paper, I argue here

1Sean Enda Power
University College Cork
Ireland
e-mail: sepower@ucc.ie

2 For convenience, throughout this paper I will usually refer to perceptual experience as just 'experience'. It could, however, also
mean other kinds of experience, such as memory-experience or experiences had in acts of imagining or anticipating. The issues
involving experienced change here do not apply to those other kinds of experiences. For example, those other experiences are not
of present change, e.g., memory experience (which is of the past) or anticipation (which is of the future). 
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that this apparent puzzle comes of assuming a particular concept of presence in time. Under this concept,

absolute temporal presence, the changes apparent to us cannot be present. Or, at least, they cannot be really

present—only speciously present. Yet, I will also argue that this is not the only way to think about presence

in time. Given another concept of presence, relative temporal presence, these changes can be present. 

§1 outlines the problem of experienced change and then expands on it in terms of a common concept

in both psychology and philosophy of time—the specious present. 

§2  describes  the  difference  between  absolute  and  relative  presence,  and  their  relationship  to

extension, without focusing on the temporal variants of these concepts. Instead, the focus is on presence in a

common analogue of time—space.  

§3 turns to the different concepts of time and their consequences for temporal presence. 

§4 takes those consequences and applies them to descriptions of experienced change and time. 

§5examines  a  possible  response  from  recent  work  on  presentism--work  which  may  allow  the

absolute temporal presence to be extended. 

1 Present Change and the Specious Present

If I sweep my hand in front of my face, I see it move through a particular region of space. But this space I

see cannot be traversed so rapidly by my hand that it does so in a single moment in time. This change in my

hand's position, taking more than one moment to occur, to use a term by Gale 1971a, is  durational: it has

(non-zero) duration. Clearly, the same applies to experiences under any other perceptual mode (the heard

tapping, the felt running and the felt throbbing pain). 

The duration of this experienced change is frequently referred to as the specious present. The phrase

has been around since the early days of psychology, originally popularised by William James. Over time, the

phrase has been used to refer to a number of concepts (e.g., Power 2012). Yet, by far the most common is the

concept of a perceptually experienced duration.3 

1.1 The Specious Present

The specious present is the present duration of the perceptually experienced change. As James puts it, there is

a 'fact of our immediate experience [...] ‘the specious present’ [...] the interval of [a duration] as a whole'

(James 1918, 608). Or Kelly: the 'central idea behind [the doctrine of the specious present] is that instead of

giving us a snapshot of the world at a time, perception presents us with a temporally extended window of

events.' (Kelly 2005, 9). Grush writes of a common example—seeing the seconds' hand of a watch:

[O]n the assumption that  we can perceive motion, the content  of perceptual  experience, what is

experienced, must include a temporal interval.  The specious present doctrine […] provides for a

possible explanation of the capacity to perceive the motion of the second hand, but not the hour hand

(Grush 2004, 3-4)

3 The others concepts concern time-lag and the actual duration of what is perceptually experienced (neither of which need be
apparent to the perceiver (Power 2012). 
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There are many questions one might ask about this duration of this present change. For example, one

might ask: how long is it? Is it fixed or elastic? Is it the same across all kinds of experience, e.g., different

sensory  modes  or  cognitive  states?  (For  discussion,  see  Wittmann  2011  and  Wittmann's  paper  in  this

volume). Although interesting, those questions will not concern us here.  The question in this paper does not

concern a particular value for the extent of the present change. It concerns whether or not a present change

can have any extent at all.   

Before going on, it is important to eliminate a possible source of confusion: one might doubt that we

have any reason to think that we experience duration itself. Instead, we experience the change that happens

over duration but change and its duration are not the same. 

However, that difference does not matter here for our purposes. What matters is that the change

requires the duration in order to occur. If there is too short a duration, or no duration at all, then only a stage

of  the  change occurs.  Consider  an analogy with space:  let  us  say that  we  see the whole  of  something

spreading out in space, e.g., such as a front door of a house. We may not see the spatial region occupied by

the door on its own. So we may claim that we do not see spatial extent when we see the door. However, it is

obvious that we do see spatial extent: we see the extent filled out by the door. Similarly, when it is said that

we experience duration, it is meant only that we experience the duration of change (we will return to the

analogy with space).

However, the feature of experienced change most troubling for some theorists is this: how could we

even experience the duration of the change? 

1.2 Problems of the Specious Present 

The first problem raised by some theorists for the idea of the specious present is this: they claim that the

present is a single moment in time (for reasons to be discussed further in this paper). It is not a multiple of

moments in time. Using Gale's terminology (Gale 1971a), it is punctal: it occupies only a single moment in

time. 

Yet, if what is present has no duration, and experienced changes have duration, changes cannot be

present. To be more precise, if the present has no duration, these changes cannot be wholly present. They can

overlap the present moment, of course; one of the moments constituting the change's duration is the present

moment. However, the changes themselves begin or end outside that moment. Only a stage or temporal part4

of the change can be present. The rest of the change must extend beyond the present into either the past (it

has happened) or the future (it will happen). 

Yet, again: experienced changes seem to be present. Look at your hand sweeping through that space

before you. Do you see that motion as partially past—as having happened? You will after you have seen it

4  The existence of  temporal parts  and stages are heavily debated in one area of the philosophy of time—the constitution and
mereology of persisting and changing things (e.g., people, hats, avocados). It is argued by some theorists (endurantists) that such
things do not have stages or temporal parts; other theorists (perdurantists) argue that such things do—and still others that things
are only those parts(exdurantists or stage theorists). 
We can ignore all that and refer to the concept of a stage or temporal part without contoversy in this paper. The idea of a stage or
temporal part of a change is generally uncontroversial for events and changes themselves. For example, both Mellor 1998 and
Lowe 2003 are opponents of temporal parts for objects(Lowe is even an A-theorist). Both accept them for events. For good
introductions to persistence theories generally, see Sider 2001; for the views of Mellor and Lowe, see Mellor 1998 and Lowe
2003, respectively).  
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but  not  when you are  seeing  it.  Or  is  it  partially future—as  being about  to happen?  Perhaps you will

experience that before you have seen it—but, again, not on when you are seeing it. If you see the motion,

then it does not look as if that change—again, which requires duration—is anything other than present; it

does not look as if it is past or future. 

So: given the present cannot have duration, how can experienced changes be present?

The second related problem is this: experiencing present change requires that we experience the past

and future. Whether or not this is a coherent idea, some theorists consider it counter-intuitive or strange. 

Kelly,  for  example,  struggles  with  the  following  about  the  specious  present:  it  seems  as  if  we

experience duration. Yet, he argues, if we really do experience duration, it seems that we must experience

some of the past or future. He writes:

[It] seems to me that there are at least three devastating objections to the Specious Present Theory

itself. These objections coalesce around the following three questions: 

1. How can I be directly aware of something that is no longer taking place? 

2. How can I be directly aware of a duration? 

3. How can I be directly aware of the future?

(Kelly 2005, 211)

Kelly then argues that the answers to all three questions should be that we can't or, if we can, that this is a

very strange position to take: 

The  Specious  Present  Theory proposes  that  I  am in  direct  perceptual  contact  with  events  that

occurred in the recent past. This is at best an odd suggestion. After all, the events in the recent past

are no longer occurring, and one might naturally wonder how I can be directly aware of something

that is no longer taking place.” 

(Ibid, 212)

Similarly, Perrett asks 

[H]ow are we to make logical  sense of  the  notion of  a ‘present’ that  apparently commits  us to

asserting that we can presently perceive future entities before they have come into existence and past

entities after they have ceased to exist?” 

(Perrett 1999, 99)5

In these quotes, Kelly refers to direct perception of duration, pastness and futurity. Perrett refers to

present  perception  of  past  and  future  entities.  One  might  wonder  if  these  theorists  are  referring  to  the

perceptual experience of change. There is reason to treat them as the same: the puzzlement of these theorists

seems under-motivated if we think of direct awareness or present perception as something representational or

intentional—that is, as something akin to a thought. There are no similar questions raised with such force by

those who discuss our capacity to think of the past or the future, or of how we can remember or anticipate.

5 For more comments on the specious present of this nature, as well as arguments defending it which are similar but not identical to
those this paper, see Power 2012.
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The issue has force if we are referring to what we seem to perceive, i.e., what we perceptually experience.

And given the content otherwise of their papers, it is clear what motivates them is the perceptual experience

of change. 

In any case, we can summarise the puzzles of the specious present as falling into two kinds:

 How can there be a present duration? 

 How can we perceptually experience the past and future?

My argument is that these two problems arise if one thinks about the experience of change in terms of

absolute temporal presence. They do not arise if one thinks about it in terms of relative temporal presence. 

This  suggests  that  some  theorists  think  in  terms  of  absolute  temporal  presence.  This  is

understandable; it is the consequence of some (at least, allegedly) intuitive theories of time, and so theorists

who are not engaged in debates about the concepts of time may naturally incline towards these intuitive

positions. However, these are also not the dominant concepts of time in current debate. As such, it is worth

considering alternative concepts and then seeing what happens to these puzzles in the alternative light.

1.3 Brief Comment on Psychological and Physical Time 

Before continuing, a brief comment must be made about my reference to 'time'. One might wonder: Is this

psychological time or physical time? Am I assuming they are the same? Couldn't psychological time be

different to physical time?

When I refer to 'time' here, I assume that the 'time' I refer to is both psychological time and physical

time.  I hold that some kind of time needs to be shared by the psychological and physical because they need

to  be  temporally  related.  For  example,  they  need  to  be  capable  of  standing  in  causal  relations  and

correlations. One needs to be able to say that a thought T occurs after a physical event E. This requires that T

stand in temporal order with E, and so there is some common time between them.   

However,  one  might  reply  that  there  can  be  important  differences  between  physical  time  and

psychological time. There are differences in magnitude, e.g., physical time extends over billions of years;

(probably) psychological time does not. There are differences in divisibility, e.g., physical time might be a

continuum  (and  so  only  abstractly  divisible  into  infinitesimal  instants);  psychological  time  might  be

discontinuous (and so not only abstractly divisible). 

Although this paper does concern temporal extent, it does not concern difference in magnitude or

divisibility.  It  does not  matter  in this discussion if  the experienced change,  the specious present,  or  the

extended present has a duration of a millisecond, a minute, hour or a year. What matters is that it has any

duration at all. In that case, I am treating psychological and physical time as the same.

Finally, one might conceive of psychological time as being different to physical time because it is

merely apparent or judged time. In that case, although one might call it 'time', I think that it is either strictly

false to call it time (it's merely apparent time or a judgement of time) and/or one is anti-realist about time. 

Part  of  the  appeal  of  the  different  concepts  of  time  discussed  here  is  their  capacity to  solve a

notorious argument for the unreality of time known as McTaggart's Paradox. They do so by being realist
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about time (although, as we will see, not necessarily realist about the same things to do with time). As such,

although this discussion may concern psychological time, e.g., when experience happens, it is not merely

apparent time (which, I would argue, is not really time at all). (For a similar note about the relationship

between psychological and physical time, see Power 2010.)  

2 Absolute/Relative Presence and Extension

Let us begin by discussing the difference between absolute presence and relative presence, and its

relationship to extension, in a way which does not involve time.  In the next section, we begin by

discussing the difference between absolute and relative. Then we apply it to presence. We finish by

considering its relationship to extension. 

Much of what will be said here I take to be obvious or to follow from something obvious. It

should be easily grasped given folk concepts of 'absolute/relative', 'presence' and extension. It is the

application and consequences of these concepts to time which may not be so obvious. 

As will be evident, the best non-temporal illustrations of the concepts below are primarily

spatial  examples—e.g.,  spatial  properties and spatial  relations.  This is  not a  coincidence.  Many

philosophers  of  time  think  of  time  as  sharing  many  of  the  properties  of  space.  Many  of  the

properties of space have analogues in time.  Whatever the analogue of other spatial and temporal

properties, the question is whether or not we can think of temporal presence as analogous to spatial

presence by being relative.6  

2.1 Absolute/Relative

The difference between an absolute and relative entity (typically, a property or relation)7 is as follows:

 F is absolute if and only if F is the case independent of all things.8 Another way of putting it: if a

property is absolute, then something has that property without it having it in relation to something

(be that 'something' itself or something else).  

 F is relative if and only if F is the case depending on at least some things (to which it is relative).

Another way of putting it: if a property is relative, then something has that property only in relation

to something (be that 'something' itself or something else). 

6 This  is  not  just  a  case  of  temporal  properties  being  metaphorically  described  using  terms  which  literally  refer  to  spatial
properties, i.e., the idea of a 'Time is Space' metaphor, as defended by Lakoff & Johnston 1980. Nor is it that time and space are,
really, the same thing—space-time, as is the view in contemporary physics (e.g., Sider 2001). 

7 For convenience, I will frequently refer to properties and relations together as just properties. However, unless otherwise stated,
what is discussed here can be taken to refer to both properties and relations. 

8 Note that this definition of 'absolute' also implies something absolute is independent from itself. That sounds both contradictory
and right: Contradictory if it means that absolute P can be the case even if P cannot. Right if it means that absolute P can be the
case without needing to be so relative to P. I assume the latter meaning is trivial – an absolute electron charge need not have that
charge relative to itself (indeed, I don't even know what relativity of such a property as charge would even mean here, never mind
whether or not it is possible).
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These are simple definitions but are sufficient for the needs of this paper. And simple as they may

be, they raise a number of important points when it comes to temporal presence. 

2.1.1 Relativity is to an index

As used by many philosophers of time, e.g., Mellor 1998, it is common to hold that, if F is relative to some x,

then it can also be said that F is indexed to x. If F is a relative property, then F is an indexical property. If F is

not relative to x, then, also, F is not indexed to x. 

Generally,  I  refer  to  the  distinction  in  terms  of  'relative/absolute'  rather  than  'indexical/non-

indexical'. Although reference to indexicals is common amongst philosophers of time, for the purposes of

this paper their differences are not useful. Further, I find the relative/absolute distinction is more familiar to

those who are not philosophers of time, especially given relativistic physics (which, incidentally, also plays a

significant role in the philosophy of time). There may be a difference between them but it is not obvious that

it is a difference which is important here. 

2.1.2 Relativity can be universal without being absolute

Note the phrase 'at least some' in the definition of relativity. F might very well be relative to everything and

yet still be relative. 

We can see this with two examples (one a form of presence): 

First, some x is relatively not-small. It is not-small by being the biggest thing there is. The biggest

thing there is big to anything other than itself (and so is not small to them); it is also not small to itself. Yet,

this x is not absolutely  not-small.  It  is not-small  relative to everything (including itself).  Absolute 'not-

smallness' would not be small relative to anything. It would just be not-small – and so whatever thing we

pick in the world (I am not sure what it means for something to be absolutely not-small, for it would mean

that x is not-small even if there was nothing to which one could compare it). 

In contrast, absolute properties include: 

Spatial  location:  Something  either  has  a  spatial  location absolutely or  it  does  not.  It  cannot  be

spatially located relative to one thing and then have no spatial location relative to other things. 

Electron charge: An electron's charge is not relative to something else. 

2.1.3 Relativity is neither unreality nor subjectivity

Third,  the  relative/absolute  distinction  needs  to  be  carefully  distinguished  from  somewhat  similar

distinctions: unreal/real and subjective/objective. That F is either relative or absolute does not imply that F is

(a) either unreal or real or (b) either subjective or objective. For reasons to do with habits of expression in

contemporary metaphysics, it is important to spell this difference out.

(a) Real/unreal:  If we ask 'Is A really F?' we could mean either an F that is relative or absolute. It depends

on what is used to individuate or 'pick out' F, as it were. Here are some non-temporal examples in which

something real is relative:
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(i) Being far away ('far-away-ness'). A mountain can be really far away. This 'far away-ness' is not

an absolute property.  The mountain is not really far away independent of everything or even relative to

everything. The mountain is not far away from itself. It is really (or not really) far away relative to some

things, e.g., such as the speaker's own body. 

(ii) Motion: A train can be really moving or not really moving (and so at rest). Yet, what makes this

really moving or not is not that the motion is an absolute property. The train is not moving independent of

everything (or even relative to everything). The train is not moving relative to itself. It is really (or not really)

moving relative to some things, e.g., such as the speaker. 

Can something absolute be unreal, and vice versa?  I see no particular reason why not. If there can be

reference to unreal things, I take it that there can be reference to unreal absolute things. This plays a role in

the debate concerning the metaphysics of time.9

(b)  Objectivity/subjectivity:  I  assume  that:  if  something  is  subjective,  then  it  depends  in  some  way on

subjects. And, anything which does not depend on subjects is objective. 

This is enough to separate subjectivity from relativity. Both are kinds of dependency but something

can be relative  without  there  being any involvement  of  subjects.  As such,  just  by default  of  not  being

subjective, it occurs objectively. Here are some relative objective examples: 

(i) Distance: A mountain can be objectively distant. This distance is not a subjective property. The

mountain's distance doesn't depend on a subject. If the mountain occurs in a possible world in which there

never have and never will be people, it is still distant from at least some other things, e.g., anything not

touching it. It is objectively not distant relative to some things, e.g., anything touching it; or itself. 

(ii) Motion: A mountain can be objectively moving or not objectively moving (and so at rest). This

motion is not an absolute property. The mountain is not really moving independent of everything or even

relative to everything.  The mountain is  not  moving relative to itself.  It  is  really (or not  really)  moving

relative to some things, e.g., such as the moon overhead.

Can something  absolute  be  subjective  and vice  versa?  Here  we  get  into  the  complexity of  the

subject/object distinction. One way of understanding a 'subjective' property is a property which is apparent to

subjects but is not real; another way of understanding it is as property which is relative to subjects. The first

understanding involves an illusion: it is unreal; it can be absolute (as discussed above). In the latter case, it

9 One might wonder what it means for something to be real or not. A discussion on that precise question would pull this paper too
far away from its subject.  Further,  the debates about time only work by assuming a shared concept of reality amongst the
opposing sides. E.g., the presentism/eternalism debate turns on how things and events are real in time. McTaggart's argument is
an argument about the nature of reality.  

For this paper, I suggest the following approach to questions about reality as such. Unless your concept of reality depends
on a concept of time (in which cases you take a side in the debates discussed in this paper),  then 'reality'  is whatever you
understand by the term. In my case, I hold the following about real things: 

 Real things are independent of ideas of them (and propositions about them). E.g., (a) If unicorns are real, then
there are unicorns even if there are no ideas of unicorns (just as, if electrons are real, there are electrons even if there
are no ideas of electrons). (b) If past things are real, then past things exist independently of any propositions there
might  be  about  past  things.  If  unicorns  or  past  things  (or  electrons)  are  not  real,  then  there  are  only ideas  and
propositions about them (for past things, this is the presentist view). 

 Real things can be coherently described: It is necessary to hold this because McTaggart's arguments against the
reality of time and change do so by arguing that time and change cannot be coherently described. The responses to that
argument mainly try to defend the view that time and change can be coherently described..
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might be real, but it is relative (indeed, it's just a special kind of relativity – relativity to subjects); as such, it

can't be absolute.   

2.1.4 Some relative properties may be practically and commonly treated as if they are absolute

For practical  reasons,  I  find that  I  and many others  frequently tend to treat  some relative properties  as

absolute properties. If a property is the same relative to everyone, or it is useful to assume a particular index

in picking out a property, then the property is treated as if it is an absolute property. Yet, it is not. 

Consider motion relative to the Earth's surface. I've found that, when I ask someone if something is

really moving, such as a train, the answer tends not to be that (a) motion is relative. (b) Something is moving

relative to the train. (c) Whatever that thing is, to it, the train is really moving. Nor does someone deny that

the train moves because the train is not  moving relative to themselves (because they're  on it,  say).  No,

typically their answer depends on whether or not it is moving relative to the Earth, e.g.,  if  it is moving

relative to the landscape around it. Yet, the Earth is only another index by which we define something as

relatively moving. This motion, relative to the Earth, is not absolute motion.10

2.2 Presence

Presence can have a number of meanings which can be relevant our experience. One can refer to 'presence'

as  some aspect  of  someone's  personality,  e.g.,  a  speaker  has  great  presence on stage.  One can refer  to

'presence' as a property of some indescribable and supernatural something, there is an unknown presence in a

haunted house. One might refer to 'presence' indirectly through reference to the non-presence or absence of

what is merely imagined. An example of such imagined things might an object--such as a unicorn--or an

event, such as my standing beneath the Eiffel Tower (which I have never done) (e.g., Sartre 1986; McGinn

2004).11   

There is a concept of presence which is much more relevant to time than these cases. This is spatial

presence. Many theorists treat temporal presence and spatial presence as if they are very similar. As we will

see, the similarity comes mainly from the position that both spatial  presence and temporal  presence are

relative properties. 

The following about presence generally is assumed in this paper: 

(a) Having presence is the same as being present and having presentness.  

(b)  Presence  can  refer  to  a  location  in  time,  in  space  and,  somewhat  indirectly,  in  relation  to

imagined things. I will frequently refer to presence in time as  temporal presence  and presence in

space as spatial presence. 

(c) If 

10  Newton did think there was a way to define absolute motion and rest – but this is one aspect of Newton's work which is no
longer current in physics (Lange 2002). 

11  These uses of 'presence' might involve metaphorical or indirect references to 'presence' in this discussion,  e.g., the supernatural
'presence' refers to the sense of something being at a location in a context in which one is unable to further specify what is there
(as, e.g., 'entity' is often used in science fiction movies). 
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--  Something is  temporally present,  then it  exists  (or is  happening)  now.  If  it  is  not  temporally

present, it exists (or is happening) then.  

-- Something is spatially present, then it exists (or is happening) here. If it is not spatially present,

then it exists (or is happening) there.

I  assume that  both temporal  presence and spatial  presence are  common or  folk concepts.  Most

people understand that, if something is said to be present, then it can mean that it is  here,  now  or  both.

However, one might still wonder: is such presence relative to locations in space and time? With space the

answer seems obviously that presence is so dependent. However, it is a matter of debate with time. 

2.3 Absolute and Relative Presence

We have discussed absolute/relative properties and we have discussed presence. 'Presence' looks to be a

property; things and events are present (as, e.g., they might be coloured, or any other property). So, can we

have relative presence and absolute presence?

There is an uncontroversial example of relative presence—spatial presence. Given a certain concept

of  time,  there  are  important  analogies between spatial  presence and temporal  presence;  this  is  tenseless

eternalism. There are also important relationships (it may be too much to say analogies here) between non-

presence in imagination and non-presence in time; this concept of time is presentism. So let us consider the

case of absolute and relative presence for space and imagination. 

Applying the difference between absolute and relative to presence, we can say the following: 

 To say that something is relatively present is to say that it is present depending on something or

relative to something. It cannot simply be present, without further qualification. 

 To say that it is absolutely present is to say that it can be present simpliciter. There is no need to

define it as present to something. 

Applying the points in the previous about absolute/relative to presence, we get: 

(1) Relative presence is to an index. If x is relatively present, it is relatively present to some index I.

(2) Relative presence can be universal presence (without being absolute presence). 

Consider something which is everywhere in space (e.g., as the ether was once thought to be). Being

at every location, this is universally present at those locations. But this does not mean that it is absolutely

present. It still needs to be present relative to a spatial location. To be absolutely present, there would be no

need to qualify the presence this way. This unqualified presence looks implausible for space. However, it

does not look implausible for time.

(3) Relative presence is not identical to either unreal presence or subjective presence. Nor is absolute

presence identical to real presence or objective presence.

Again, consider spatial presence. 

That x is spatially present relative to S does not make it some kind of unreal spatial presence or not

really spatially present. That is all there is to spatial presence as commonly understood. It is sufficient for x

to be present at a location that it be really present (at that location).
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 Nor does relative presence make x subjectively present in space. Some x can be at a location—and

so spatially present at that location—in a world in which there are no subjects or subjectivity. E.g., if there

are no subjects prior to life on Earth, even then x can be relatively present in space.  

(4) Some cases of relative presence may be practically and commonly treated as if they are cases of

absolute presence. 

Examples of this are more difficult to find for presence.  A close but strained example may be spatial

presence according to the Earth in a geocentric possible world (where the Earth is the centre of the universe).

Perhaps what we in our non-geocentric12 world call present  relative to the Earth--'here' if 'here' on Earth;

'there' if not' on Earth—is actually absolute presence in a geocentric world—'here' to everything. But that is

not clearly the case. Even if I held the Earth to be the real centre of the universe, I cannot see myself holding

the, if I am on Mars, I am really 'there' on Mars and not 'here' on Mars. While on Mars, my claim that 'Here

is not the centre of the universe; Earth is the centre of the universe' would be a contradiction. Mars, even to

those on it, is 'there' because it is absolutely 'there'. Whatever the merits of such a view, the idea of absolute

spatial presence is not plausible in contemporary thought. A better example is the subject of this paper:

temporal presence.  

There is another issue which must be addressed before focusing on temporal presence. This concerns

the idea that something present can also be extended.

2.4 Extended Presence 

The paper concerns experienced change, the specious present—temporal presence alleged to be extended in

time. Yet, perhaps the issue is not temporal presence. Perhaps it is presence of any kind. If that is right, then

there is also a problem with saying that something cannot be spatially present and spatially extended. Yet, as

discussed in this section, although that combination of properties can be presented as a problem, it  is a

problem easily solved. Why it is easily solved serves as background to why the analogous problem might not

be so easily solved for temporal presence.   

Here is how we might generate the incompatibility for space. We hold the following:

(a) Spatial presence is defined as being at one place—here. For example, a house is spatially present

on its site; it is here at this site.

(b) Spatial extension is defined as being at multiple places, i.e., more than one place. For example, a

street occupies a multiple of sites. 

(c) As such, what is spatially extended cannot be spatial present, and vice versa. What is present is at

one place; what is extended is at multiple places. So, the house is not spatially extended and the street is not

spatially present.  

Clearly there is something wrong with this analysis.  Here and what is here can spread over an area.

12 It  should  be  noted  that  our  world  as  described  in  contemporary astronomy is  neither  a  geocentric  world  nor  Copernicus'
alternative of a heliocentric  world. Both of those presuppose one unique centre to the universe; contemporary astronomy does
not; centres are defined by gravitationally determined locations, e.g., the centre of Earth-moon system, the solar system, the
Milky Way, the local cluster of galaxies. 

Perhaps one might usefully conceive of these two concepts of centres in terms of absolute and relative centres (but I do not
have space to consider that here).
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Just because I pick out a region of space does not mean that I have to say most of it is there, and only some

of it is here. The solutions are perhaps obvious. 

First, there is what might be called the partial solution. If something is spatially extended, it is true

that cannot be  only  spatially present. A street of multiple houses cannot only be at one house. However,

spatial presence does not require that kind of strict presence. It only requires that the extended thing be at

that one location for some of its extent. A street can be present at a house's site by running through it. 

Such an answer looks simple and it is for the street in the example. However, it will not work for

anything which his only at the location where there is presence; whatever is only at that location does not

extend beyond it. Take the example of the house. The house does not extend beyond the site. Unlike the

street, one cannot say that the house is only at the site for some its extent. The house is at the site for all of its

extent. It spreads out in space at the location of the site. 

So how can we say that house is  spatially extended and spatially present—that  it  is at  multiple

locations and only at that present location?

Again, for space, the solution looks simple. The problem is being generated by an assumption: What

defines spatial presence is the same as what determines the spatial extent. 

This explains the problem for space: All that has been said here about extent is that is an occupation

of  multiple  locations.  There  is  nothing  more  sophisticated  than  that  (nor  is  there  need  for  more

sophistication, even when we turn to the subject of time). If one of those multiple locations within the spatial

extent  is  the location which defines presence,  then it  is  correct  that  the spatial  extent  cannot  be  at  that

location.  That  location is  only one of  the places over  which it  spreads.   Again,  if  the  street's  extent  is

determined by its spreading over multiple houses, then it cannot be extended at one of those houses. Nor can

what is at one of those houses be extended there, such as the houses themselves. 

To solve this, we make the following analysis: 

(a) Spatial extent is determined by a multiple of locations. Call the sum of these locations M. E.g., M

is the sum of all the rooms in a house. 

(b) No location in M is the location which defines spatial presence. E.g., there is no one room in the

house which defines spatial presence.  

(b)  Instead, the location which defines spatial presence is  M itself. E.g., the house defines spatial

presence.    

In that case, one and the same location is both spatially present and spatially extended. It is spatially

extended as determined by one set of locations (the rooms) and spatially present relative to their sum (the

house).

This solution may be so obvious as to make the previous analysis seem tedious and unnecessary.

However, it is important to step carefully through it because of the following: we can provide this solution

because we can separate what determines spatial extent from what defines spatial presence. 

Importantly, spatial extent in this case is  independent of spatial presence. Up until spatial presence

was defined by M, it was entirely up to us whether we do define it that way. We could have defined it by one

of the rooms—or indeed by anything at any spatial location. We could have chosen an entirely different
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location—and if we did, the house and all its rooms would not be spatially present; they would be there, not

here. In all of these cases, the house would still have been spatially extended.  

 If it were not possible to determine spatial extent independent of spatial presence, this answer would

not be available. If, for example, a particular location in space had to be one of the locations by which any

extent is determined, then what is present at that location would never be extended. It would always be at one

location amongst the many which make up spatial extent.   

For space, it is difficult to imagine what such a necessary point could be. However, for time, it has an

analogue in the present moment of A-theory and presentism. Let us turn to consider time and presence. 

3 Temporal Presence in A-theory and B-Theory

The concept  of  absolute  spatial  presence  is  not  something  taken  seriously.  For  some  philosophers,  the

concept of absolute temporal presence should be taken seriously. They argue that absolute temporal presence

is necessary for our concept of time. Without it, there can be no time. Theorists who defend this position are

A-theorists (or tense theorists). The opposing positions are B-theorists (or tenseless theorists): they hold that

temporal presence is relative like spatial presence. 

A-theory and B-theory get their names from an influential paper by the philosopher McTaggart. In it,

he argues that time is unreal. The two theories come out of different ways of responding to that argument.

McTaggart states that we think of time in two different ways:

Positions in time, as time appears to us prima facie, are distinguished in two ways. Each position is

Earlier than some, and Later than some, of the other positions. And each position is either Past,

Present or Future. The distinctions of the former are permanent, while those of the latter are not. If M

is ever earlier than N, it is always earlier. But an event, which is which is now present, was future

and will be past. 

[...]

For the sake of brevity I shall speak of the series of positions running from the far past through near

past to the present, and then from the present to the near future and into the far future, as the A series.

The series running from the earlier to the later I shall call the B series. The contents of a position in

time are called events. 

(McTaggart 1908, 458)

One might deny McTaggart's claims by asserting that one does not think of events as being in time as

either the A-series of B-series. However, I assume that McTaggart's claims at this point are correct. When

most people (including this author) think of things happening in time, we do think of them, on the one hand,

as either earlier, later than or simultaneous with each other or, on the other hand, as being in the present, past

and/or future. 

These two concepts of events in time form the backbone of many of the current debates about the

reality of time. This is in no small part because McTaggart uses them to argue that there is no such thing as
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real time. The different concepts of time -- and, through them, concepts of temporal presence – come in part

from responses to McTaggart's argument. They come from claims about what is necessary for real time and

presence.

3.1 Two Theories of Time

McTaggart's argument has become known as McTaggart's Paradox. It need not be covered in detail here but

it is important outline of some of it in order to make clear the thinking about presence. 

The relevant claims by McTaggart are as follows: 

1. If time is real, change in events in the A-series has to be real. There are two parts to his claim here:

(i) Without events really being in the A-series, there can be no time. The B-series might be sufficient

for time by itself. However, McTaggart argues that the position of events in the B-series depends on their

position in the A-series. If they are not really in the A-series, then they are not really in the B-series. 

(ii) There can be no change without events being in the A-series. Change just is variation of events'

positions in the A-series. There is change if, e.g., my lecturing in A changes from being present to being past.

This change cannot be captured by B-series. As such, if events are only ordered in the B-series, there is

neither change nor time. 

2. It is impossible for there to be change in the A-series: 

(i)  Positions  in  the  A-series,  what  later  philosophers  call  A-properties,  are  incompatible.  It  is

impossible for anything to be past and present and future. 

(ii) If an event changes in the A-series, then the event has all of the A-properties. Every event is past

(to a later time than when it occurs), present (to the time when it occurs) and future (to an earlier time than

when it occurs). 

3. Any changing event in the A-series has incompatible A-properties. It is impossible for anything

real to have incompatible A-properties. So, either the events in the A-series are not real or their change is not

real. In either case, change in events in the A-series cannot be real. As such, given '1' above, time cannot be

real.   

The variety of responses to this argument laid the foundation for various positions which defend the

reality of time against this argument. The most prominent current positions are the A-theory and the B-theory

(sometimes also known as tense theory and tenseless theory, respectively). 

3.1.1 A-theory

According to the A-theory, the A-series is how events are really laid out in time. If time is real, events really

lie  in  the  past,  present  and/or  future.  Their  locations  in  the  B-series,  i.e.,  being  earlier  than/later

than/simultaneous with one another, depends on their location in the A-series, i.e., in their being in the past,

present and/or future. Further, in order for events to really change, they need to change in their A-properties.

As such, they agree with '1' above: the A-series is necessary for change and time and also for the B-series. 

As an example of how the B-series depends on the A-series. Every event is past, present or future. If
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one event M is past and another event N is present, then we can derive their B-series positions as follows: M

is earlier than N.

How then does the A-theorist  respond to McTaggart's argument? They assert the primacy of the

present in defining the positions in the A-series. McTaggart makes the mistake of treating event's possessions

of properties at all times as equal. However, when it comes to describing how events occur in time, it is only

true that events have their positions relative to one time. The time to which they have their A-properties is

the present time.

And so, the A-theorist replies, there is no incompatible possession of properties. Events only really

have the properties they have as defined according to the present. 

For example, my last birthday is past; it is not present. It is also changing by becoming more past.

According to my last birthday itself, it might be said to be present. This may seem to raise a contradiction:

my birthday is present  (to its  own time) but  also past  (to when I write this)--indeed,  it  is  changing by

becoming more past.  But  there  is  no contradiction:  it  is  not  really present.  It  is  only really past.   (For

defences of the A-theory, see, e.g., Loizou 1986; Lowe 2003).

3.1.2 B-theory 

According to the B-theory, |events are really laid out in time by their locations in the B-series. If time is real,

events really stand in the relations of earlier than/later than/simultaneous with each other. Their locations in

the A-series, i.e., their being in the past, present and/or future, depends on their locations in the B-series, i.e.,

being earlier than/later than/simultaneous with one another.  They agree with 2(ii) above but not with '1' or

'2(i)'. 

As an example of this dependency: every event is later than, earlier than or simultaneous with every

other event. If one event M is earlier than another event N, then we can derive their A-series positions as

follows: (i) Relative to N: N is present and M is past. (ii) Relative to M: N is future and M is present.

If that is right, then there is no incompatible possession of A-properties. Events have each A-property

relative to a different position in the B-series. 

For example: My last birthday is past relative to a time later than it in the B-series (such as the time

of writing). It is present relative to a time simultaneous with it (including, trivially, itself). It is future relative

to a time earlier than it in the B-series. (For defences of the B-theory, see, e.g., Mellor 1998; Hoerl 1998;

Sider 2001; Le Poidevin 2003; Callender 2008).  

3.2 Theories of Time and Temporal Presence

A-theory and B-theory are active positions in contemporary debates about time. Neither theory's concept of

presence is accepted by all sides in these debates. There is no room here to detail the various defences of

each side's position on what is necessary or fundamental for time.13 Let us move on to how each theory

13  This is due in part to implications from the physical concept of time found in relativity theory. Relevant to this paper is this:
relativity further relativizes positions in the A-series to frames of reference defined by velocity (e.g., Lange 2002; Sider 2001;
Power 2010).
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conceives of presence.  

3.2.1 A-theory 

For A-theory, real temporal presence defines real temporal locations in the A-series, locations events have

without further qualification. And locations in the A-series define locations in time. 

As such, this real presence is not relatively determined by its location in time. It is not like how

spatial presence is determined. It comes before such indexing; the indexing of temporal events relative to

locations in time is derived from locations in the A-series. 

Note that this distinguishes temporal presence from spatial presence. Those who hold this view about

presence in time do not hold it for presence in space. For example, Gale writes that “[t]hose who have held

that  the  present  or  now  to  be  objective14,  such  as  C.D.  Broad  and  myself,  have  not  been  willing  to

countenance an equally objective here in nature, no less a here which 'shifts' from place to place” (Gale

1971b, 72).  

In A-theory, then, temporal presence is prior to any kind of 'presence' relative to some time, such as

the 'presence' of my lecture at 2pm. Such relative presence might also correspond to the real present, e.g., if

my writing this is really present, then I can say that 'present' as defined by when I am writing this paper (a

relative 'present') corresponds to the real present. However, these two kinds of 'present' need not correspond.

And for A-theory,  real temporal presence is not merely presence relative to something. The real present

divides the world in time in a fundamental way which is independent of any index or location. For this

reason, it is a presence which is absolute. 

Further, defenders of this view, like McTaggart, claim that this is the common sense conception of

presence in time. Schlesinger writes:

[W]e feel strongly, there is a property which does confer upon  m [some given moment] a unique

privileged status, namely, its property of being in the present. [O]ur attitude to the present may be

described as regarding it as distinct from every other temporal position, for while the future is yet to

be born and the past is rapidly fading, the present is palpably real. This characteristic of m [...] is a

transient feature of that moment;  m goes bright,  and come to life for an instant,  after  which its

presence or immediacy is passed on to the next moment. 

(Schlesinger 1991, 428)

3.2.2 Presentism

This  understanding  of  an  absolute  presence,  and  what  is  intuitive  about  it,  is  asserted  by many of  its

defenders as going much further than a present which is a special moment. Those defenders hold the position

of presentism, the view that only what is present is real. What is not present—what is past or future—is not

real.  Presentism is typically considered by its advocates as being more intuitive than any alternatives. For

example, Bigelow writes:  

14  Given the context of the entire quote, by 'objective' Gale can be taken to mean a non-indexical, non-relative (and so absolute)
present. See earlier in this paper for why I do not use this terminology. 
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I am a presentist: nothing exists which is not present. I say that this was believed by everyone, both

the philosophers and the folk, until at least the nineteenth century; [...] Presentism was assumed by

everyone everywhere, until a new conception of time began to trickle out of the high Newtonianism

of the nineteenth century. 

(Bigelow 1996, p.35)

The following from Prior is also often taken to express the presentist position: “The present simply is

the real considered in relation to two particular species of unreality, namely the past and the future.”(Prior

2001, 290). 

So, given presentism, the status of events at other times than the present is less significant than the

present because they are not real. Reference to such events is more like reference to imaginary or merely

possible things than, say, things at other spatial locations. This makes time, locations in time and temporal

presence significantly different to space, locations in space and spatial presence. What is a different place

other than here is as real as what is here. But presentism denies this of what is a different time than now; it is

not as real as what is now. E.g.,  past dinosaurs and the future death of the Sun are closer to imaginary

dragons than spatially distant things such as bacteria under the Antarctic ice. The bacteria are real (just at a

different location). The dinosaurs and dragons are not real.  

The opposing position to presentism is  eternalism, the view that what is at any time is as real as

anything at any other time; it does not matter which time is present to the different time's reality. Some A-

theorists are eternalists (e.g., Loizou (1986) and Lowe 2003), but a large fraction are presentists.

In any case, presentists or eternalists, one consequence of A-theory which is not so obvious is this: if

there is an absolute temporal presence (as it must be if it is a fundamental feature of the world), then it is

present for everything, including every event and time. This includes past times and events and future times

and events. For those times and events, they are not happening in the real present. This is true no matter one

says about what is the case relative to them, including this: that something is present relative to them. This

'relative' present cannot be the real present.   

This may not be obvious but, given A-theory, it must be the case. If there is a present as asserted by

A-theory—a fundamental,  real  and absolute  present—then what  is  earlier  than it,  i.e.,  past,  must  be  an

absolute past. Now, one might still define a concept of 'presence' relative to this past as follows: some event

E is present relative to some past time by happening at that past time. However, by being past in the way

required by A-theory, something is by definition not really present. Even if one defines an event as present

relative to a past event, it is not really present.  That an event is present relative to when the dinosaurs existed

or when the sun will die—this does not make that event really present.

I  bring this  up to  reinforce a  point:  even given A-theory,  one might  very well  refer  to  relative

presence as present relative to any event or time. Yet, this will not be the real present of A-theory. The real

present is not defined by anything else. It is a fundamental feature of the world. For this reason, it is an

absolute present.  

We can see this more clearly if we consider presentism: There are no such past events really. There is
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no real past for anything to be relative to it.  We may find it useful to speak as if there is—but such speech is

like  speech about  relativity defined  by imaginary things.  E.g.,  the  presence  of  events  relative  to  when

dinosaurs ruled the Earth is as real a presence as the size of things relative to dragons. 

3.2.3 B-theory 

For B-theory, temporal presence is defined by locations in the B-series. Locations in the B-series define

locations in  in the A-series (past, present and future) as 'here' and 'there' are determined by non-indexical

locations in space. Temporal presence, 'now', is determined just like how 'here' and spatial presence (and

'there' and spatial absence) is determined. 

So, temporal presence in B-theory is relative to a time—and these times are defined independent of

the divisions between past, present and future. For example, I might define temporal presence as relative to

when I am writing this paper. In that case, my writing is present trivially—it happens when it happens.

However,  so defined,  your reading this may not  be present.  Still,  your reading this can be present.  The

'present' needs only to be defined as what happens when you are reading this paper. In that case, your reading

this is present and my writing this paper is not (because I have finished writing it before you read it). 

For the B-theory, real temporal presence is a form of relative presence.

One consequence of this is B-theorists, if they ever make it explicit, subscribe to eternalism and not

presentism (I can think of no exceptions). This is perhaps no surprise: distinctions in the A-series are merely

relative for B-theory. Following presentism, one locates what is real only in the present, and not the past or

future. For B-theory, this is to use what is merely relative to determine reality. It is at least intuitive to hold

that what is relative does not determine what is real (I would expect significantly compelling reasons to deny

this). 

3.3 Temporal Presence and Duration

In this paper, duration is understood as being interchangeable with temporal extent. This makes it like the

spatial extent as discussed in §2.4. As something has spatial extent by occupying multiple locations in space,

so something has duration by occupying multiple locations in time. 

In  the  section  on  spatial  extent,  it  was  argued that  something  could  be  spatially  extended  and

spatially present. Indeed, they can do so within the same region of space. This is because the definition of

spatial presence is relative to a location but the extent need not be defined relative to that location. 

However, we are now considering temporal presence. Can a similar analysis be made of temporal

presence? Can something be temporally present and have duration at the same time? 

3.3.1 Relative Presence and Duration

The answer should be in the affirmative for relative temporal presence: the duration need not be defined

relative to the same index as presence is defined. The multiple moments of a duration need not include the

time which defines the present as merely a member. Just as with space, the time to which the present is
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defined can be all of those moments together. 

Further, what determines duration is whatever defines a multiple of moments in time. In B-theory,

this is the B-series. If there is a sequence of events as described by the B-series, the duration is simply the

times required for that sequence of events. For example, if events x and y stand in the following relations in

the B-series: x is earlier than y, then duration D is determined to be the period of time which occupies at least

two moment-- the moment of x and the moment of y.     

Lastly, as with spatial presence and extent, one can generate a conflict between relative temporal

presence and duration. One needs only hold that the same time which defines presence is also only one of the

times which determine duration. In that case, the duration cannot be wholly at that time. It can only have it as

one of its moments. 

This should be enough for relative temporal presence, especially given the B-theory which motivates

holding it. We return to it when we connect it to experienced change in the next section. Before doing that,

we need to consider the alternative: absolute temporal presence. 

3.3.2 Absolute Presence and Present Duration 

The absolute present, especially as posited for A-theory, raises problems with holding that there is a present

duration. As might be expected, these are problems which have no obvious spatial analogue. 

The absolute is the same for all times and events. If I am writing in the absolute present, then that is

the case whatever the position of earlier or later events. It would be a mistake to think that my writing is not

really present because it is not 'present' relative to your reading this. It is your reading this which is not really

present; it is really future. 

Of course, I might say that my writing this paper is past relative to your reading it and your reading it

is future relative to my writing. However, given A-theory, my writing is only really past if your reading is

really present. Your reading is only really future if my writing is really present. 

Given  A-theory,  one  cannot  (a)  temporally  locate  an  event  in  some  way  independent  of  their

locations in the A-series, such as their locations in the B-series and then (b) define the real past, present or

future according to it. Events in times are really in the A-series. Then, one can determine their location in the

B-series.

As with spatial extent, if the present does not have past or future moments in it, then any temporal

extent, i.e., any duration, it has is present duration. §5 examines a possible way to have a durational absolute

present, especially given a kind of presentism. However, I will argue here that this cannot be the absolute

temporal presence of A-theory. A-theory presence cannot have real duration.  The following is adapted but

somewhat different to an argument by St. Augustine (St. Augustine 1982; for discussion of St. Augustine’s

argument, McKinnon 2010, p.307).

Assume that there is a present duration D and A-theory is true. Thus, there is an absolute present and

it extends over multiple moments. Also assume the following (which should be agreeable to A-theorists): for

any two moments15 in that duration, they stand in temporal order to one another. That is, one precedes the

15 If one would rather avoid reference to 'moments' here, one can substitute events. What is important, however, is whatever we
refer to here-- events or moments—that they are temporally ordered. 
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other. 

Let one moment in D be x. Let a later moment in D be y. Given how B-relations such as 'later' and A-

properties such as 'past' and 'future' are supposed to be related, we have this: 

(i) Relative to x, y is future. 

(ii) Relative to y, x is past.

Given B-theory,  this  relativity of pastness and futurity is  all  there is  to pastness and futurity.  If

something is really past or future, then it is sufficiently so by being relative to some index (e.g., such as a

moment  in  the  B-series).  Further,  given  B-theory,  each  event  is  also  really present  by being  relatively

present.  This is how we get these properties—from positions in the B-series.

However, given A-theory, such relative pastness, futurity and presence is not how events really are in

time. B-series positions are derived from A-series positions, not the other way around. 

And so, since we are assuming that x and y together are moments in present duration D, x and y are

really present in time.  As such, neither x nor y are really past or future.  Their A-properties in 'i' and 'ii' are

not their real temporal properties. 

The problem for A-theory at  this  point  is  this:  Given A-theory,  the properties of events in time

depend on their positions in the A-series. This includes any B-series relations that might hold between them.

Given A-theory, one gets B-series relations from A-properties. And so: x is really earlier than y is if x is really

at a different location in the A-series to y, e.g., x is past and y is present; y is future and x is present. 

However, we are assuming here that both x and y are really present-- they are just both really present

at different times. So it cannot be that one is past (or future) when the other is present. 

A-theory and a present duration entail a contradiction. We have a duration in which either:

(i) x is past and present.

(ii) y is present and future.   

(iii)  Or both 'i' and 'ii': x and y are present, x is past and y is future. 

Remember, these A-properties are the real A-properties of A-theory: they are absolute. They are not

merely relative to some index or other; they are certainly not derivative. 

We can avoid the contradiction by removing one of the clashing A-series positions for x and y. We

cannot remove the present because x and y are in present D. So, we must remove their pastness and futurity. 

What we then get is this:

(a) x is earlier than y.

(b) x is not past. 

(c) y is not future. 

(d) x and y are present. 

But again, for A-theory, this will not do. The B-series relations in 'a' indicate different positions in the B-

series. Points in the B-series are supposed to come from A-series positions. Yet, given 'b', 'c' and 'd’, there is

no difference in the A-series positions of x and y. They are both present. 

This means the following: the only way to get an absolute present which has duration—has multiple

moments in it—is to hold that what differentiates times in that present is not defined by real positions in the
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A-series. This denies A-theory.  It means that time is not fundamentally defined by the past, present and

future;  there  are  moments  which stand in  temporal  relations—the moments  in  present  duration—which

confound such definition.

Still, perhaps we can deny A-theory and still hold to an absolute temporal presence with duration.

We look at a way to do this later on in the paper. 

4 Temporal Presence and Perceptually Experienced Change

The difference between absolute and relative temporal presence for time (and space) has been outlined. It has

been explained why A-theory entails absolute temporal presence and B-theory relative temporal presence. In

light of these differences, let us now return to the introductory issues around the perceptual experience of

change and the specious present. It is argued here that the issues around the perceptual experience of change

come from thinking of it in terms of absolute relative presence. They do not occur given relative temporal

presence. 

4.1 Relative Temporal Presence and Perceptually Experienced Change

In his influential book Real Time II, in the section on experience, the B-theorist Mellor asks:

[No-one] is impressed by the fact that all our experiences happen to us here, wherever here may be.

[...] But why then, when so many are impressed by the temporal presence of experience, is no one

impressed by its spatial presence? The answer, I am sure, is that no one thinks the latter to be any

more than a trivial tautology. Because my experiences are wherever I am, my belief that they are

here must be made true by the fact that this token belief is where they are. Can we say something

similar to the experience and temporal presence? That what we experience seems to be, or is, now is

entirely up to what we define as now? 

(Mellor 1998, 51)   

Given that  temporal  presence  is  relative,  the  answer  to  Mellor's  question  is  yes.  Experience  is

temporally present (or not) depending on 

(a) What relatively defines temporal presence and 

(b) How whatever defines presence in 'a' temporally relates to the experience. 

Although 'a' determines if something is present or not, it does not mean that what we experience fails

to be temporally present if 'b'  doesn't match it.  It just means it fails to be temporally present relative to

whatever index is used in 'a'. It can still be temporally present to something else. Given relative temporal

presence, what is temporally present in 'a' depends only on what time we pick, something arbitrary (within a

range of times, anyhow). Indeed, if we use the experience itself to define the present, then it is a trivial

matter that it is temporally present. Given relative presence, everything in time (including experience) is

present to itself.
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Let us return to the experienced change—the 'specious' present. If experience occupies this specious

present, then given relative presence, the specious present is present. It is present relative to the time of the

experience. That is all that is required given relative presence. 

There is a terminological consequence of this: if 'specious' x implies 'false' x, then this present is not

specious at all. It satisfies the conditions of presence for relative presence—just as does anything that occurs

in time.  

What about Kelly's difficulty: that it is very strange to claim that we are in 'direct perceptual contact'

with the past or future?

Consider the spatial analogy to this claim: we are in 'direct perceptual contact' 16 with spatially distant

things—things that not here (analogous to not now) but are there (analogous to then). This is not obviously a

strange claim—that we are in direct perceptual contact with spatially distant things. So, again, why is it

strange to claim that we are in such contact with temporally distant things?

If  temporal  presence  were  relative,  there  should  be  no  special  problem here.  Relative  presence

implies relative pastness and futurity (just as relative 'here' implies relative 'there'). What is past or future is

only relatively so. 

If we define what we are in 'direct perceptual contact' as happening when experience happens, and

then presence by the same index, then what we are in 'direct perceptual contact' with is present. It is not past

or future. But it is also not much of a problem. We do not need to have events at different times be defined as

'past' or 'future'. It all depends on what index we are using. 

From the position of  B-theory and relative presence,  Kelly's  claim that  there is  a  problem here

because we are in perceptual contact with past things rests on a confusion of indices. Relative to one index,

we are in perceptual contact with past things; but relative to another index, we are in perceptual contact with

present things. There is no reason to prefer one over the other. If we do not like talking about experienced

events as past, then just change the temporal location by which we define past, present and future.   

Again, given relative presence, temporal presence should play no more a role than spatial presence.

What does not matter to questions about experience in space is whether or not it is defined as  spatially

present. Presence depends on what index we pick to define it. In choosing something, we already have other

spatial relationships between experience and the index. Those other relationships will determine whether or

not the experience is located at the index (and so here) or has parts at it (here but also extended beyond it).

Further ascriptions of spatial presence contribute nothing to this account. They come after the work is done.  

Given relative presence in B-theory, it is perhaps unsurprising how easily B-theorists claim that the

perceived present has a duration and also suggest accounts of experience that involve the experience being

extended (as opposed to punctal). For example, going by his 2001, Dainton subscribes to B-theory. In his

2003, he writes: 

[G]iven the fact  that  we directly apprehend change and persistence,  albeit  only over quite short

intervals, the present of experience – the phenomenal or specious present – cannot straightforwardly

16 So far as I can tell, Kelly's reference to direct perceptual contact is a usage particular to him. 'Contact' might suggest a kind of
touching of the things perceived. If that is what's meant, then it does seem strange to say that we 'touch' the past. Yet, it also
strange to say that we touch, for example, planes that we are seeing lifting off from a runway, or many other kinds of seen
change. That is one of Kelly's examples so I assume 'contact' here is not to be taken to be a kind of touching. 
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be [...] durationless [...]. If change and persistence are directly experienced, the phenomenal present

cannot be strictly instantaneous, it must – in some manner – have duration. 

(Dainton 2003, 1)

Still, Mellor's original quote asks why temporal presence is not being treated like spatial presence.

Saying that relative presence does not struggle with it does not answer this. As we saw earlier with the

specious present, there is a puzzle here for some theorists. Why is that? 

I think it is because of absolute temporal presence—and through that, A-theory.   

4.2 Absolute Temporal Presence and the 'Specious Present' 

Given A-theory, real presence is absolute presence. Temporal presence is not simply defined relative to some

index. We are not free to pick just any time or event—e.g., as defined by the B-series or some event such as

my writing this paper—and then hold that this time or event is really present. The present is independent of

such indexing. If there is any relationship between the present and definition in time, the present defines.

This gives the following: If experience really has presence, then its presence is absolute. It is not just

had because it is at any time (e.g., such as when you are reading this paper). It is because it is at the present;

if your reading is past, then there present experience is not. 

This makes a difference to thinking about the specious present. Given the absolute present, one can

ask if we experience the specious present or the real present. As stated, the evidence of the phenomenology

seems to point at the  specious  present: it is of perceived durational changes. Yet, some theorists have had

problems with that view. These problems, I believe, come from A-theory and presentist intuitions, not from

what is necessary about time. 

Recall  the consequences of absolute presence:  First,  what  is  present—what is  really  present—is

independent of times as otherwise described. The real present is not defined relative to anything, e.g., such as

the moment of dinosaurs' extinction. Second, given absolute presence, the real present is absolutely punctal.

It has no duration. 

In that case, a duration cannot be contained in the present. It must occupy the past and/or future. As

such, by extending over a duration, the 'specious' present is indeed specious. It is not the real present.  

Of course, the real present can lie within the specious present. It can be a point in that duration. The

duration contains the present. The present is a proper part of the duration. 

Yet, that does not make the real present identical to the specious present. The real present is no more

identical to the specious present than the location of a house is identical to the location of the whole street. 

Here is one response for an A-theorist (or any advocate of an absolute present): We experience the

whole duration, including the past and future. It is just that the whole duration seems present.  This does give

us an experience of change, a change which extends into either the past, the future or both. 

Yet, it does so at a disadvantage to relative presence. This apparent presence is not real presence.

Some of it is non-present—whatever happens to be past and/or future. Recall Kelly's difficulty: it is strange
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to hold that we are in direct perceptual contact with the past or future. This has force with absolute presence:

these changes are in the past or the future. Unlike relative presence, one cannot say that this change can have

all of these A-series positions, i.e. it is not present to some indexes; past and/or future to others. 

A-theorists and advocates of absolute presence may bite the bullet on this and hold that, Kelly's

reservations or not, we experience non-present things. Note, however, that there is a bullet to bite here. There

is none for relative presence. 

Recall also Kelly's expansion of the problem: the past is no longer happening. An A-theorist may

hold that, still, it can be experienced. However, this is further complicated once we bring presentism into the

picture. 

Given presentism, there are no real past or future things. Experiencing past or future things is a form

of experiencing unreal things. 

As such, if an experience exists at all, it does so in the present. If we experience anything real—as

we seem to do in perceptual experience—we must experience something present. If it is not present, it does

not exist.

 Temporal presence, in this case, plays a central role in accounts of perception. It determines what is

real, and so also what is real about perception.  

So,  going  back to  the  specious present,  perhaps  our  experience  seems  to have  duration.  But  if

presentism is true, and our experience is real, then what we experience does not have duration. As such, its

apparent duration is an illusion of some kind. 

Even if  A-theorists  are  eternalists,  if  they hold  that  our  experience  occurs  only in  the  absolute

present, they need to give some account of how an experience at a time can be of a time in which it is

embedded. Saying it is extended does not pick out the absolute present. It just picks out the set of A-series

positions in which the absolute present is located. 

In  conclusion,  in  order  for  A-theorists  or  anyone  proposing  experience  happens  at  an  absolute

present, in order to explain our experience of time, one needs to turn to what happens to an experience at a

punctal moment.  

This discussion suggests that, for the perceptual experience of change at least, one should prefer

relative temporal presence over absolute temporal presence. As such, one should also prefer the theories

which commit  one to relative temporal  presence, e.g.,  B-theory,  over the theories which commit  one to

absolute temporal presence, e.g., A-theory. 

Given the overall metaphysics debate about time, this could be considered a good result. It brings

descriptions of the experience of time closer to the dominant side in the metaphysical debate about time. The

larger proportion of contemporary philosophers17 of time subscribes to B-theory.18 As mentioned throughout

this  paper,  the  standard  interpretation  of  relativistic  physics  also  more  closely  matches  B-theory  and

eternalism than A-theory and presentism. And here we have a situation where a description of temporal

17  In  the  analytic  tradition,  at  least.  I  do not  claim anything  about  other  philosophical  traditions--or  even  link the concepts
employed here—which are predominantly analytic—to those other traditions. 

18 This  is evident  in a  recent  Philpapers survey,  in  which amongst  philosophers familiar  with the debate,  B-theory was more
accepted than A-theory. For summaries and discussion of this survey, see Chalmers & Bourget 2013. Specific discussion and
summaries on A-theory/B-theory are scattered throughout the commentary and tables.   
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experience, of perceptually experienced change, corresponds to the dominant theory of time and change. 

Yet, unlike space and spatial presence, there are still sides on the debate about temporal presence. If

taken  as  it  stands,  this  is  a  loss  for  A-theory and presentism.  A-theory and presentists  argue  that  their

positions are intuitive in a very important and fundamental way. One who is not focused on the debate about

time, e.g., anyone who is not a philosopher of time, may share these intuitions; they may not want to give

them up. So, in the final section, let us consider some objections to the claim that relative presence and B-

theory is better for experienced present change than A-theory and presentism. 

5 Durational Presentism

Two anonymous referees have raised the possibility that some recent work by a number of philosophers can

have a theory of an extended (or durational) and absolute present. This account comes of holding the position

that  reality extends in  time.  There  is  more  than  one  real.  This  is  very like  the  eternalism of  B-theory.

However, this temporal extension is contained only within  the present. That is,  this account is a form a

presentism. 

Dainton 2001, Hestevold 2008 and McKinnon 2010 have separately explored the idea of such a

durational present—where it is understood that this is the present so important to A-theory (and thus a non-

relative present, an absolute present). They all do so in the context not just of A-theory generally but of

presentism in  particular.  Dainton  refers  to  the  position  as  compound  presentism (Dainton  2001,  p.95),

Hestevold refers to it as the Thick Presentism (Hestevold 2008, 330); McKinnon varies his terminology but

at one point refers to it as  durational presentism  (McKinnon, 317). The common idea is of a durational

present  under  a concept  of  time acceptable  to presentists.  I  will  refer  to  all  such views here under  the

umbrella of durational presentism. 

Durational presentism, then, is the view that reality extends over a multiple of times but does not

extend over all times. A multiple of times, lying within a particular duration, are real. The duration is present

duration; these are all present times. It is still presentism because other non-present times are unreal, i.e., the

past and the future which lie outside this privileged present group. 

Here are the advantages of durational presentism over a durationless or punctal presentism. 

First,  it's  clear that  this  kind of presentism allows there  to  be an experience of  present  change.

Indeed, this is one reason why Hestevold suggests it over a durationless (or punctal) present  (Hestevold

2008, 331). 

Second, holding that we do have this experience does not force one also to hold that we experience

anything past  or  future.  As  such,  we  can  have the  'specious  present'  of  experience in  the  way relative

presence and B-theory can have it, i.e., not 'specious' at all. 

Third, it satisfies most of the presentist intuitions, at least beyond the time of what we experience,

i.e., that the past and future are unreal. Such durational presentism makes the following description true: The

change that is my typing these words is a real change because it happens in the duration of the present.
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However, the change that is your processing of these words as you read them is not real—because it is in the

future.  If this is an important intuition, as presentists argue, then it is preserved by durational presentism. 

However, as already discussed, present duration is not compatible with the tenets of  A-theory. To

reiterate: whatever defines the temporal relationships between the multiple moments of a present duration,

where all moments in it are separated from each other in time, it is not their locations in the A-series; they all

have the same location, the present. For A-theory, the fundamentality of the A-series to time is central to its

arguments--as indeed is the primacy of the present in that series. 

Still, perhaps this only means that we abandon A-theory while keeping durational presentism. If one

is a durational presentist, then one should not be an A-theorist. One should be what might be called a non-A-

theorist presentist. 

5.1 Non-A-theory Presentism

Positing a non-A-theory presentism is stepping outside current philosophical debate. So far as I know, no

philosopher has developed such a position on time. It is not within the scope of this paper to develop it either.

However, since there is interest in a durational presentism, and such presentism does not look as if it can be

A-theory, it is worth spending a section on speculation within the concepts of time already introduced. 

If one is to be a presentist without being an A-theorist, then what kind of presentist can one be? So

far, we have discussed two opposing positions. So, perhaps one could commit to the alternative to A-theory

—B-theory or some variant of it. I will argue that this has its own problems. These are not perhaps as great

as with A-theory but they still involve denying B-theory as it stands. This is because one must deny the B-

theory understanding of presence (and tense generally). 

We may refer to the present as a sequence of real times (of experienced change). One assumes that

these times stand in temporal relations: one is earlier than one other and later than yet another. If this were

typical B-theory or A-theory, we could then say that, for the later events, the earlier events are past. For

example, we could say that the first moment of that duration is past to all the others and the last one is future

to those previous to it. Further, we can say that each time is present to itself and not present to other times. 

Yet, if the present is what they all share, then we cannot say that these times are not present. Further,

if past and future are defined in relation to this shared present, we cannot say these times are past and future.

So what can we say that about the earlier and later times in relation to one another? 

In B-theory, one derives A-series positions by relativizing them to B-series positions, e.g., if  x is

earlier than y, then (a) relative to y, x is past and not present and (b) relative to x, y is future and not present.

These relativized A-series positions just are tenses in B-theory; they are as real as tenses get. 

Yet, these are not tenses in durational presentism. x and y are both present —they are in the absolute

present  containing the real  duration.  The relativized tenses (including that  x is  present  to itself)  are not

tenses. Yet, this is all that there is to tenses according to B-theory. 

As such, whatever it is that is the case with (a) the temporal relationships in the real duration and (b)

real A-series positions, it is not what is the case according to B-theory. This durational presentism cannot
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describe its real time in terms of B-theory.  

As such, holding to an absolute presence which is extended, given presentism, is neither compatible

with A-theory or B-theory. To summarise: 

 A-theory cannot have such a solution because the solution involves a set of temporal relationships

(those within the real duration) which are not based in the A-series. It is central to A-theory that

times be based in the A-series.

 Real events in a much shortened B-series might be thought of as compatible with this solution. The

temporal relationships are described as being in the B-series. However, one cannot appeal to B-

theory in analysing these temporal relationships because the tenses can be understood as they are in

B-theory, i.e., as relative.  

As such, if one does wish to a durational presentist, it looks as if one ought to develop a concept of

time that is neither A-theory nor B-theory. I leave this for future work. 

Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed the following:

 The relative  and absolute concepts  of  presence as applied,  first,  to  spatial  presence and then to

temporal presence.

 The relationship between absolute/relative presence and extent.  Why absolute temporal  presence

must be absolutely punctal. 

 Why some philosophers of time hold that there is absolute temporal presence and why others hold

that there is relative temporal presence.

 The consequences for thinking in  terms of  either absolute or  relative  temporal  presence for  the

experience  of  temporal  presence.  In  particular,  how  thinking  in  terms  of  either  affects  one's

understanding of perceived present change, i.e., the specious present.

 An objection to the foregoing arguments, and what objection entails. 

At this point, I should admit a bias. Of the concepts and theories of time detailed here, I prefer B-theory,

eternalism and relative temporal presence. This is mainly because of physical theory: B-theory fits current

models of relativistic physics better than A-theory. Central to its fitness is its approach to temporal presence.

This is because, in relativistic physics, presence in time is relative—and indeed not even to times but, also in

some cases, to inertial frames of reference (e.g., Mellor 1998; Sider 2001; Power 2010). 

In practice, this means that when I consider the structure of experience in time, I do so from the B-

theory.  For example,  questions of the presence,  pastness or futurity of experience or its  constituents are

something I consider after the fact.  I  do not include these in the explanatory or descriptive elements of

experience, nor see a need to do so. Or, at least, for experience, I see no need to do so any more than appeals

to spatial presence or spatial absence are needed to explain the structure of experience. 

To close, I give some recommendations about what to do given the difference between relative and
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absolute temporal presence. 

(1)  Most  philosophers  of  time  subscribe  to  B-theory  and  eternalism.  If  one  is  motivated  by

philosophical thinking, then I recommend that one suspend thinking in terms of absolute temporal presence

and A-theory. If one wishes to take a side on the philosophical debate, given current thinking, I recommend

that one work with eternalism, B-theory and relative temporal presence (again, of course, I am biased). One

can of course suspend thinking in terms of either, if that is possible.

 Although not examined in any detail here, it is also worth noting that the physical concept of time is

in  terms  of  B-theory,  eternalism  and  relative  presence  (for  discussion,  Mellor  1998;  Sider  2001;  for

explorations of ways to deny this way of understanding time given physics, see Lowe 2003; for discussions

on experience and contemporary physics, see Power 2010). 

(2)  A-theory,  presentism and absolute temporal  presence are  said to have intuitive  force.  So,  in

thinking about the problems of temporal experience, it is also important to keep in mind that problems one

has might be because one tends to think in terms of A-theory and presentism. 

This is evident in the analysis of the specious present, where the problems seem to be based on

treating the present, past and future as fundamentally dividing how things are in the world. 

As such, when confronted by a problem around time-perception and temporal experience, I suggest

asking  oneself  if  either  absolute  or  relative  temporal  presence  is  being  assumed  in  thinking  about  the

problem. 

Finally,  there are other discussions one might  have around the topic of experience and presence

which have been neglected here. One is the idea that the presence of experience is as described by A-theory,

i.e., as something unique, as standing out, and perhaps absolute. If so, one might argue that relative presence

does not work for experience. Another is this: how the plausibility of general models of consciousness, e.g.,

such as retentionalism and extensionalism (discussed in other  papers in this  volume),  might  vary given

different concepts of presence. Perhaps different models suit other different concepts of presence. If so, there

is further interesting work to be done using this distinction.19
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